MINERAL SANDS

PRECIOUS SANDS
BY ANTHONY FENSOM

A looming supply shortage has Australia’s mineral sands miners painting a brighter
outlook. And with new mines coming onstream, the local industry is set to maintain
its high market share for some time yet.

I

n its September 2019 quarterly report, market leader Iluka
Resources reported a 17 per cent quarterly rise in production of
zircon, rutile and synthetic rutile, aided by the commencement of
its Cataby ilmenite mine in Western Australia and increased output
from its Sierra Leone operations.
However, the Perth-based miner reported softer conditions in
the key zircon market due to ‘global economic uncertainties’, noting
‘subdued’ business sentiment in key markets on the back of the US–
China trade war.
Nevertheless, Iluka reported a weighted average received price for
zircon of US$1505 per tonne, up 11 per cent on the US$1351 price for the
full year of 2018, and well above its US$800 level of just three years ago.
Rutile prices averaged US$1123 in the September quarter, up
nearly 18 per cent on the US$952 average for calendar 2018.
Together with Sierra Leone, Iluka also flagged expansion plans in
Australia. A pre-feasibility study for its Wimmera project, in Victoria,
is due for completion in the first half of 2020, while the company is
examining the potential of a satellite deposit, Atacama, to add to its
existing operation at the Jacinth-Ambrosia mine in South Australia.
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Elsewhere, Image Resources upgraded its calendar 2019
guidance in October after enjoying a positive start to operations at
its Boonanarring mine, near Perth, which commenced production
in January.
From its previous estimates of annual heavy mineral concentrate
production of 240–260 kilotons, the company now expects output to
range from 260–280 kilotons.
‘The delivery of the Boonanarring mineral sands project has been
nothing short of exceptional,’ Image Resources Managing Director
Patrick Mutz says.
‘It is pleasing to be delivering a high-quality, heavy-mineral
concentrate product to our offtake partners and generating strong
operational cash flow this early into our journey from “Australia’s
newest mineral sands miner” to “rapidly growing mid-tier prospect”.’
N E W P R OJ E C T S
Another Perth-based miner, Sheffield Resources, also flagged
progress towards the launch of its Thunderbird mineral sands project
in Western Australia’s Canning Basin.
In its September quarterly report, the company said that the billiondollar project could operate for 37 years, with binding ‘take or pay’
offtake agreements already signed for the first stage of production.
Strandline Resources is also advancing its ‘development ready’
Coburn project in Western Australia and its Fungoni project in Tanzania.
A definitive feasibility study for Coburn showed a pre-tax net
present value of $551 million, with an estimated 22.5-year mine life
and the potential for further expansion.
In Western Australia’s zircon-rich Eucla Basin, Brisbane-based
Diatreme Resources is targeting development of its ‘shovel ready’
Cyclone zircon project amid growing overseas interest.
In August 2019, the Brisbane-based company signed agreements
with private Chinese groups for offtake and the provision of
engineering, procurement and construction services, together with
assistance in sourcing project finance.
The agreements follow Diatreme’s appointment of independent
advisers Blackbird Partners to advance development of the project,
which a 2018 study estimated a net present value of $113 million.
‘Diatreme has been delighted by the strong level of interest in
Cyclone, which is one of a handful of major zircon-rich discoveries of
the past decade,’ Diatreme CEO Neil McIntyre says.
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Diatreme’s Cyclone zircon project in Western Australia’s Eucla Basin

‘We look forward to advancing talks into binding agreements
and assembling the final commercial mix of parties to facilitate
Cyclone’s development, bringing new jobs and investment to Western
Australia, and wealth for shareholders.’
Looking overseas, Perth-based Base Resources plans to
complete a defi nitive feasibility study for its Toliara mineral sands
project in Madagascar in December 2019, adding to its existing
operations in Kenya.
The company pointed to bans on private mining of mineral
sands in India and export restrictions in Vietnam as helping to
create an ilmenite supply deficit, with similar supply constraints
for rutile.
S U P P LY S H O R TAG E
Despite softer conditions in 2019, miners have pointed to the need for
new zircon projects due to supply concerns.
In an October 2019 presentation, Sheffield Resources noted that
around half of current global zircon production is sourced from three
mature operations, comprising Jacinth-Ambrosia in Australia (10-plus
years), and Richards Bay and Namakwa/Fairbreeze in South Africa
(40-plus and 30-plus years, respectively).
‘Declining grade and ore reserves at these three operations will
exacerbate the supply deficit,’ the miner says, noting the ‘additional
jurisdictional and geopolitical risk’ of having two such operations
based in South Africa.
Australia’s zircon production is expected to decline to around
200 kilotons per annum by 2026, as part of a 2.9 per cent annual
supply decline forecast through to 2023.

The ‘zircon supply deficit [will] increase from 2022 as demand
outpaces supply growth (even with the onset of new projects),’
the company says, suggesting that thrift ing and substitution have
‘reached [their] logical limits’.
Sheffield Resources also pointed to a substantial supply gap
emerging in the titanium market, with an annual supply decline of
10.5 per cent expected through to 2023, mainly due to the depletion of
existing resources.
‘Without new supply, the annual deficit position is
predicted to be 1.2 million [titanium dioxide] units by 2023,’ the
company says.
In its latest report, Geoscience Australia estimated that Australia
contains nearly half the world’s rutile, of which it is the largest
producer, together with being the second-largest producer of zircon,
where it holds two-thirds of the world’s resource.
Capitalising on the nation’s leading position in mineral sands,
however, will require additional exploration expenditure and new
projects, such as Thunderbird and Cyclone.
Meanwhile, demand for zircon could be bolstered by new
applications, such as chemicals and digitally printed tiles, which use
more zircon.
For the industry, it is a healthy position to be in despite shortterm volatility.
‘The outlook for mineral sands, such as zircon, remains bright
given Asia’s continued industrialisation and a lack of suitable new
supply,’ Diatreme’s McIntyre says.
‘New projects, such as Cyclone, will be crucial in satisfying
growing demand, and Australia is perfectly placed to benefit.’
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